
Morning/Afternoon/Evening Programs 
with John Lyons

$45 per session.  Tickets available on line at www.johnlyons.com

Morning: 9am to Noon
Afternoon: 1pm to 4pm     
Evening: 6pm to 9pm   

Take three hours to learn something new which just might change everything about 
your horse life.

Find the answers to the questions you have about finding that performance, the 
relationship, and the friendship you have wanted.

There is Hope to change your horses behavior, attitude, attention, improve ground 
manners, riding, and performance.

There are new and better ways to approach your horses training which are easier on 
him and much easier on you as well.

No matter what, how old or how young either you or your horse are, or how long 
your horse has behaved a certain way your horse can change and do so drastically in 
the first work session you spend with him/her.

You can improve your performance horse through changing your cue system and 
your corrections.

There are methods which will work with any horse even though we have been told 
there are not.  

Corrections are out. there is a way to eliminate the negative in training your horse. 
Take out the scolding, the punishment, the force, learn how you can enjoy your horse 
more and he/she looks forward to your company.

You can simplify There are ways to take the complicated cue systems and simply 
them so that you can understand them and teach them to your horse.  You don't have to 
be a gymnast, have the right build, be in the best shape, or be able to do five things at 
once to accomplish having a nice quiet, relaxed horse to ride, play with and have fun 
doing what others can do.



See results sooner.  Would you like to speed your training up ten to twenty times or 
more?  Develop training methods and sessions that bring you better results, with less 
hassles to yourself and your horse?  You can, you will and it's easy to learn.

Take the mystics out of training.   Have the enjoyable relationship you've wanted 
and gain the ride you want and train the horse you want and it wont take years, months 
or even weeks to do so.  Upper level performance and maneuvers are not that hard to 
understand or accomplish.

Three hours of your time  just may change your horse life forever.  John can do 
that for you, really.  What have you got to loose?  Take the time, make the effort you will 
see how and why they call him the " America's Most Trusted Horseman".  It's more than 
just words.

Its time and money well spent  Spend a little time and less than half the cost of 
either one riding lesson, or half a tank of gas, one bag of groceries, one quarter of a 
cheap vet bill, way less than the cost of a broken arm or visit to the emergency room 
and even less time waiting to be seen.  

Ask your questions. Over half of the program is devoted to your questions being 
answered by John with demonstrations to those answers.

Simply put John Lyons changes lives, he can change yours and your horses.

John Lyons has changed an industry, he has never quit learning and he has 
become a better teacher of horses and people.

For just $45 you can choose the Morning, Afternoon, or Evening program that works 
for you. Simply register online at www.johnlyons.com or pre pay now by calling 
970-285-9797. Or pay cash at the door. 

Don't Miss this opportunity to learn from one the industry's best teacher and 
horseman.

Reserve your Seat Now   

Reference the schedule on line, pick the event location you wish to attend, purchase 
your ticket.

If you have a place in mind for John to come to your area please contact the office.  We 
appreciate the help and thank you in advance.

http://www.johnlyons.com

